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The Roman Catholic Clergy, the Byzantine Slavonic Rite
and Polish National Identity: The Case of Grabowiec,
1931-34 1

KONRAD SADKOWSKI

In November 1918 Poland returned to the map of Europe as an independent state.
After its borders were finalised in 1921-22 Poland was a distinctly multinational
state, with approximately one-third of its population being ethnic Poles. Two of the
largest minority groups were the Ukrainians and Belarusians, who resided in
Poland's eastern and south-eastern kresy (borderlands).2 Until the First World War,
however, the territory these groups lived on was part of the Russian and AustroHungarian Empires. Indeed, the Ukrainians lived divided between the two empires.
At the chaotic conclusion of the First World War both the Ukrainians and Belarusians made unsuccessful bids for independence. For the former this included a
bloody war with the Poles in 1918-19.
Prior to the partitioning of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth by Russia,
Prussia and Austria in the late eighteenth century, the majority of the Ukrainians and
Belarusians of this state adhered to the Greek Catholic (Uniate) rite in the Roman
Church. The Uniate Church was created through the Union of Brest of 1596,
engineered to bring the Commonwealth's Christian Orthodox believers under
Rome's jurisdiction. In Russia the Uniate Church did not survive the partition years;
it was abolished in the Western Provinces in 1839 and in the Kingdom of Poland in
1875. The Uniates were forced to adopt Russian Orthodoxy, though some resisted. In
Galicia (the territory acquired by Austria in the partitions), however, the Uniate
Church continued to thrive. Indeed, it was in Galicia that the Ukrainian national
movement matured during the nineteenth century, with Uniate clerics playing an
important role in this process. 3 By the time of the Polish-Ukrainian war in 1918-19
religious lines strongly reinforced, if not wholly defined for many people, their
national identity: Poles were Catholic and Ukrainians were Uniate. On the other
hand, because of Russia's religious-nationality policies of the last century, many
Ukrainians (and most Belarusians) were also Orthodox.
As the First World War created a new, exhilarating reality (i.e. independence) for
the Polish nation, so it created new opportunities for one of its leading advocates, the
Catholic Church. The church was in the forefront of the struggle for Polish independence in the nineteenth century. In 1918 it finally acquired the opportunity to shape
Polish society according to a Catholic vision. It encountered, however, a Poland
whose population included many non-Poles and non-Catholics. One of the greatest
challenges the Catholic Church faced after 1918-21 was how to deal with the
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Ukrainian and Belarusian minorities. In the Polish- Lithuanian Commonwealth after
1596 most of these minorities were under Rome's jurisdiction. But during the
partition period the Ukrainians and Belarusians in the Russian Empire were forced to
adopt Orthodoxy. Moreover, in Galicia, Ukrainian nationalism eliminated the Polish
Church's influence over the Uniate Church and consequently any influence Poles
could have had over the Ukrainian national community through this church. After
1918-21, then, the very nationaIly-minded Polish Catholic Church faced the
enormous task of trying to regain for Rome the Orthodox in the kresy. At the same
time Polish church leaders, state officials and the Vatican agreed that the Uniate
Church could not be used for this task and would have to be confined to (former
Austrian) Galicia, because of its strong propensity to promote Ukrainian nationalism
and separatism, as well as the 'latinisation' it had undergone since 1596. 4
By 1923 a solution had apparently been found for reclaiming the Orthodox in the
kresy for Rome while avoiding the use of the Uniate Church to accomplish this task.
The solution was the Byzantine Slavonic rite or, as it came to be known in Poland,
the 'neo-union'. While its adherents would be loyal to Rome, they would retain
Orthodox practices and traditions and their languages. In December 1923 the
Vatican's Congregation of the Eastern Church issued the instruction Zelum amplitudinis to the bishop of SiedIce, Henryk Przezdziecki, on the methods of conducting
union work in his diocese. In January 1924 a Vatican decree extended to Bishop
Przezdziecki the legal right to establish Byzantine Slavonic-rite parishes in his
diocese; and soon afterwards the authorisation was extended to the bishops of
Poland's other eastern borderland dioceses. 5 These were the first steps toward
bringing Poland's Orthodox believers under Rome's care.
Contrary to the Vatican's and Polish bishops' expectations, the Byzantine Slavonic
rite never took deep root in Poland. 6 Opposition to the rite came from successive
Polish governments, Catholic Polish society and the Orthodox themselves, including
their clergy. One final source of opposition was the Catholic clergy.' The attitude of
the Catholic clergy toward the Byzantine Slavonic rite was central to the manner in
which the rite evolved, yet has received little scholarly attention. Had the Catholic
clergy been more supportive of the neo-union Catholic Poles would have been more
willing to accept it, and Orthodox believers would have more readily transferred their
loyalties to it. In addition, more Latin-rite priests would have joined the neo-union,
ameliorating the problem of Iow neo-union priest recruitment. Having said this, I do
not mean that greater Catholic clergy support of the Byzantine Slavonic rite would
have made it an unmitigated success; rather, its chances of success would have been
greater.
Focusing on the town of Grabowiec (Hrubieszow district) in the Polish-Ukrainian
borderland Chefu1 region of the Lublin diocese, I will show that the Catholic clergy
strenuously opposed the Byzantine Slavonic rite because of their intense opposition
to the Orthodox Church, and convinced local Catholics to do the same. The Polish
clergy associated Orthodoxy with the Russian oppression of Polish society prior to
the First World War, and few priests could view Orthodoxy except through this
prism. Furthermore, after 1918 some Orthodox priests in Poland incited Ukrainian
and Belarusian nationalism, adding another cause for the Catholic clergy's opposition to the neo-union. 8 In sum, the association between religious affiliation and
national identity - i.e. Latin-rite Catholicism with Polish identity, Orthodoxy and
Greek Catholicism with Ukrainian identity and Orthodoxy with Belarusian identity was too powerful by the early twentieth century for the Vatican to override with an
overly theorised vision of a new religious harmony under its canopy!
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The Lublin bishop Maryan Leon Fulman opposed the introduction of the
Byzantine Slavonic rite into his diocese from 1925 to 1930. During this period
Bishop Fulman was a firm proponent of converting the Orthodox in the Chelm region
to the Latin rite. This was based on his conviction that the pre-1975 Uniates and their
offspring should return to the Catholic fold (since Orthodoxy had been brutally
imposed on this population). Only the Latin rite could now suffice because clerics
from the Uniate Church in Galicia would surely work as nation-builders against
Polish interests among this heavily Ukrainian (but often nationally 'unconscious')
population. Bishop Fulman also opposed the Byzantine Slavonic rite because its
liturgy helped to preserve Ukrainian language and distinctiveness; that is, the rite
inhibited the assimilation of the Ukrainians into the Polish nation. ID
By 1930, however, Bishop Fulman had accepted the Byzantine Slavonic rite as a
viable option for 'dealing with' the Orthodox in the Lublin diocese. It is not clear
what produced this change of heart. However, a 1929 questionnaire about the
Orthodox Church in the Lublin diocese submitted by Wlodzimierz Dworzaczek, a
Poznan publicist, provides an interesting clue. Asked in the questionnaire 'What are
the prospects for spreading Catholic propaganda among the Orthodox?' Bishop
Fulman responded: 'Quite weak'." Bishop Fulman thus admitted that the conversion
of the Orthodox in his diocese directly into the Latin rite was now practically impossible. Reflecting his change of heart about the neo-union, on 31 December 1930
Bishop Fulman wrote to the abbot primate of the Basilian order in Lw6w (L'viv):
'The current state of mind of the Orthodox population of our diocese is appropriate
for missionary work in order to bring it back to the Catholic Church in the Byzantine
Slavonic rite .... In this work I cannot use overbearing Orthodox priests because of
their low morality."2 He warned that under no conditions could the Basilians engage
in any political activities, and went on to explain that missionary work could begin in
Horodl'o (Hrubiesz6w district) and then spread further into the Chelm and Tomasz6w
Lubelski districts. By late January 1931 Fr Mikol'aj Lysko, a Basilian, was working
among the Orthodox in Horodl'o.13
The movement for a Byzantine Slavonic-rite parish in Grabowiec was initiated on
9 February 1931 when 136 Orthodox residents of Grabowiec and its surrounding
villages petitioned Bishop Fulman to accept them into the Catholic Church, send
them an 'eastern-rite priest' and turn over to them the former St Kajetan's Greek
Catholic church in Grabowiec. '4 Bishop Fulman then requested the Hrubiesz6w dean,
Fr Melchior Juscinski, to assess the potential for the neo-union in Grabowiec. '5
Fr Juscinski responded that the neo-union would spread throughout the entire
deanery. 'It is impossible', he wrote, 'to oppose this expansion. We must only ensure
that the new converts receive good priests, that is, not Uniate priests from Malopolska [i.e. western Galicia] nor converted Orthodox priests.' 16 On 26 March 1931 an
additional 22 Orthodox from the villages of TuczC;py and Wola Tuczc;pska asked
Bishop Fulman for permission to join the Grabowiec parish.17 Bishop Fulman then
authorised Fr Antoni Niemancewicz, a Jesuit of the neo-union rite, to travel to
Grabowiec to conduct several masses in the Catholic parish church and St Kajetan's
in an effort to determine further whether a neo-union parish would succeed in
Grabowiec. He also asked the Catholic priest in Grabowiec, Fr Wojciech Bojarczuk,
to assist Fr Niemancewicz in his mission. IS Four days later, on 6 April, the Catholic
parishioners of Grabowiec responded to Bishop Fulman with a stinging critique.
Like a lightning bolt we received the news that a Uniate [neo-union] cleric
was coming to Grabowiec to take our church ... those petition signatures
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were a fraud - it is a hodgepodge of who knows who ... the saying of
mass in Old Slavonic is an affront to us Poles. As locals [tutejsi] we know
from the [Orthodox] themselves that the union is only an instrument to get
a church. It is the beginning of ukranianisation, the facilitation of the
development of anti-Catholic and anti-state work, the beginning of 'Ridna
Chata'. For us Polish-Catholics it is a dagger in our backs and the
poisoning of our lives. It is the ruin of [our] Catholic parish .... The
people who are starting the [neo-] union here are wolves in sheep hides. A
handful of old women from Swidniki, Cieszyfl and Berescie and several
from Grabowiec will have a [neo-] union parish in the heart of what's
Polish. We cannot allow this. There is a church in Swidniki and a
foundation for creating the [neo-] union there. Here in Grabowiec there is
no place for Ukraine - and this we can expect on the tracks of the [neo-]
union .... The people [nar6d] are upset and so is the Catholic parish.
Things can happen that will destroy everything and threaten to ruin
Grabowiec as a bastion of the holy faith and unity. We declare that we will
not allow Grabowiec to become a Ukraine and will not give up our
churches. So help us God. '9
Unmoved and sensing Fr Bojarczuk's interference, Bishop Fulman explained to Fr
Bojarczuk that it was not certain that a neo-union parish would be established in
Grabowiec, that it might end up in Mi~zyn, Swidniki or Horyszow Ruski. For now,
the potential for the neo-union was being examined. He also instructed Fr Bojarczuk
to express good will toward Fr Niemancewicz and assist him. Finally, he told Fr
Bojarczuk to
attempt to explain to the faithful the thinking of the Holy See, which has
no political goals but is only interested in the saving of souls ....
Individuals from the local intelligentsia who have begun agitating against
union work do not understand the state of affairs. By inciting the people
they are only hurting the Fatherland. 20
In his response to Bishop Fulman, Fr Bojarczuk reviewed the past three years he had
spent in Grabowiec, indicating how he had transformed a decaying parish into a
thriving one. Though he would try to control his parishioners, he warned Bishop
Fulman that the neo-union was creating much turmoil in Grabowiec and that he
could not be held responsible for any consequences to Fr Niemancewicz. 21
In the ensuing two to three years the situation in Grabowiec became more aggravated. Neo-union priests were replaced by new ones (Fr Andrzej Truch by Fr
Mitrofan Hrynkiewicz by Fr Jozafat Fedoryk) and Fr Bojarczuk was himself replaced
by Fr Jozef Czarnecki. 22 The neo-unionist and Catholic parishioners petitioned
Bishop Fulman several more times, respectively, to establish a neo-union parish in
Grabowiec officially (and separate St Kajetan's from the Catholic parish) and to do
away with the neo-union altogether. 23 Several minor altercations occurred between
neo-unionists and Catholics, initiated by the Catholics. 2' In general, opposition was
centred on a small group of individuals. However, most striking is that it originated
with the Catholic priests Frs Bojarczuk and Czarnecki, who also wrote critical if not
scathing reports about the neo-union priests. 25
That the Catholic priests were at the centre of the opposition to the neo-union in
Grabowiec is especially clear from the evidence related to Fr Hrynkiewicz's stay in
Grabowiec. In June 1933 Bishop Mikalaj Czarnecki (Mikola Charnets'ky), the
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apostolic visitor for the neo-union in Poland appointed in 1931, wrote to Bishop
Fulman regarding Fr Hrynkiewicz's problems with the Catholic priests:
1 do not know whether Fr Hrynkiewicz ... in Grabowiec worries excessively about the difficult first steps of union work in the Chelm region, or
whether these difficulties are indeed large and unfortunately derive from
the Catholic side, or even from [Catholic] priests who cannot lift themselves to a supernatural level and delve into the intentions of the Holy See
- in any case, at times he sends alarming information. 26
Obviously recognising the problem of his priests' opposition to the neo-union,
Bishop Fulman wrote to Fr Czarnecki several days after receiving Bishop
Czarnecki's report:
The removal of the [neo-] union from Grabowiec cannot and will not take
place .... You must take a positive stand toward the rnco-] union as the
Holy See demands. Encouraging or reinforcing some sort of hostile
attitude toward the [neo-] union among Catholics is criminal. This must be
eliminated. The group of quarrelsome and vile agitators 1 met personally
in Grabowiec must absolutely be removed from any church matters.
Through their squabbling and disobedience with regard to the church, they
shame the parish [in Grabowiec].27
Fr Hrynkiewicz himself reported to Bishop Fulman on 23 February 1934 regarding
Fr Czarnecki:
For a long time 1 have suffered and kept quiet, but 1 can no longer remain
silent. [I have found] the same difficulties, the same obstacles toward
union work in Grabowiec - and this is from people who should help. I
have in mind Fr Czarnecki, whose psychology is consistently antiunionist. He does not even hide his poor attitude like his predecessor, Fr
Bojarczuk. He openly tells me that there is no place for the [neo-] union
here and to one teacher he said: 'I must rid Grabowiec of this filth!' Can
you imagine a Catholic priest saying something of this sort?
Unfortunately, his psychology rubs off on society. Then it is easy to claim
that all of society is against the union.28
Ultimately, the Byzantine Slavonic rite did maintain its foothold in Grabowiec; in
April 1933 there were about 230 adherents of the neo-union there. 29 But overall,
despite this modest success, the neo-union hardly thrived in the Lublin diocese. By
1939 there were only four official neo-union parishes in the diocese - in Horodlo,
Holubie, Pawlow and Grabowiec. 3o The Hrubieszow dean's prediction in 1931 that
the expansion of the neo-union in the Hrubieszow deanery would prove unstoppable
simply did not come to pass.
Just how representative was Grabowiec of the Polish Catholic clergy's attitude
toward the Byzantine Slavonic rite? While it represented one case of strong Catholic
clergy opposition to the neo-union, Grabowiec was not that unique. First, we must
remember that while the Polish episcopate was expected to support the rite unequivocally, some bishops were less than enthusiastic about it. For example, despite
allowing the neo-union to develop in his archdiocese, Archbishop Romuald Jalbrzykowski of Wilno had to defend himself at the Vatican for being a greater proponent
of conversion to the Latin rite than the neo-union. 3 \ Thus, like Bishop Fulman from
the mid- to late-1920s, Archbishop Jalbrzykowski hardly served as a good example
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of how parish priests should regard the rite. Second, even Bishop Przezdziecki, the
staunchest supporter of the neo-union, declared that the 'indifference' of the Catholic
clergy in the Siedlce (Podlasie) diocese to the rite was a problem. 'Let us not be
surprised', he wrote, 'that among some of our Catholic priests there is indifference to
the union. The clergy are the sons of that generation that suffered so much for the
faith and Polishness at the hands of the Russians and the Orthodox clergy.'32 Finally,
the Vatican was likewise not blind to the problem of clerical opposition to the neounion. Its 1937 instruction Pro incenso studio reminded that 'Under no condition can
a priest of the Latin rite oppose through word or deed the [neo-] union.'33 We can say
that the Vatican was motivated to issue this declaration because Latin-rite priests
continued to oppose the neo-union. Indeed, after 1935 this opposition probably
became more protracted as church-state relations improved and Polish politics grew
more nationalistic. In sum, clerical opposition to the Byzantine Slavonic rite clearly
transcended diocesan borders.
To conclude, the Byzantine Slavonic rite was one of the most complex and controversial institutions of interwar Poland, yet has received little scholarly attention. The
rite raised to another level the debate over the place of Catholicism, and religion
generally, in Polish identity. It provoked such questions as: Is Catholicism
irrevocably tied with Polish identity and if so, does it have to be of the Latin rite? In
establishing the rite, the Vatican asked Poland's Catholics, especially bishops and
priests, to refrain from politicising Latin-rite Catholicism as an element of Polish
ethnic identity. The rite, then, represented an ambitious attempt by the church to
overcome modern national conflict based on the East-West religious divide; on a
grander scale it was a new attempt by the Vatican to stand above nations and to unite
them under its canopy.
A number of fundamental problems, however, plagued the neo-union and inhibited
its spread. Each of them was linked to the greater problematic of religion in modern
nation-building, exactly what the rite was intended to overcome. Successive Polish
governments opposed the rite as a 'russifying' agent (and because it had not been
agreed to in the 1925 Concordat); so did most of Catholic Polish society. Furthermore, these negative reactions only discouraged Orthodox bishops, priests and
parishioners from the rite in that they confirmed that Polish Catholics could not treat
it on an equal footing with the Latin rite. In other words, general Polish opposition to
the rite strengthened Ukrainian and Belarusian loyalties to Orthodoxy on both the
religious and the national planes. Likewise for the Ukrainian Uniates, the poor reception of the Byzantine Slavonic rite by Catholic Poles solidified the connection
between Greek Catholicism and Ukrainian identity. Indeed, the Vatican recognised
the immense difficulty of rewriting religious loyalties based on national affiliation.
'All workers in the matter of union', it wrote in 1937, 'will resolutely omit everything that can instigate nationality or political misunderstandings. '34
While promoting the rite, then, the Vatican recognised not only the problem of
Latin-rite clerics' opposition to the Byzantine Slavonic rite, but also the fundamental
cause of the opposition - the politicisation of religion in nationality relations. The
Grabowiec case clearly reveals these concerns and issues. Ultimately, it shows that
the opposition of the Catholic parish clergy was a considerably more important factor
in how the Byzantine Slavonic rite developed in Poland after 1923 than has been
recognised. Because parish priests were the church's footsoldiers, they had the
greatest influence on individual Catholics and most shaped the beliefs of Catholic
society. It was priests who had most internalised the mythology of the struggle of the
church and the Polish nation against Russia and the Orthodox Church in the nine-
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teenth century. And it was this mythology - indeed, a 'martyrology' - that they
communicated back to their parishioners. This was especially potent in the Chelm
region because of the destruction of the Uniate Church there after 1875, though it
was a thoroughly national phenomenon. The Grabowiec case shows how Latin-rite
clerical opposition to the neo-union promoted the hostility of Catholics to the neounion, consequently helped to encourage Orthodox - that is, Ukrainian and Belarusian - opposition to the rite (by further coupling Polish nationalism with
Catholicism) and very likely inhibited Latin-rite priests from becoming neo-union
clerics.
Clearly, then, the opposition of the Catholic parish clergy stymied the development
of the neo-union. On the other hand, it might be that the Polish Latin-rite clergy's
opposition was a negligible factor in the overall development of the Byzantine
Slavonic rite: the combined hostility of successive Polish governments and of
Orthodox bishops, priests and parishioners may have been enough essentially to
'doom' the rite from the beginning. Without acknowledging Latin-rite priests' broad
opposition to the neo-union, however, we are left with a less than complete picture of
the dynamics of the rite's development.
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